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Samsung is the leading brand of gadgets. It has also proved its mettle in the mobile market by
offering exclusive and high performing gadgets for its buyers. The Samsung mobile models have
recorded high scale rating and sales graph with its market reliability and usefulness.

Samsung Galaxy series has granted many high performing and up to date gadgets to its buyers.
One can also check out for a number of other useful features that have been enabled in this phone.
To start with, it is featured with compact and cheerful design that impresses the users in a glance.
Extremely user friendly, this mobile phone model is has all the affordable and easy to go with
features that make it a worth carrying model.

To click clear and instant images, this mobile phone comes supported with 2 mega pixel cameras
that sports smile detection and white balance formula to deliver exceptional picture clarity. With the
help of this Samsung mobile model, the users can easily click smart pictures and can send these to
the friends and family members. Samsung Galaxy is also considered as a handy and easy to carry
mobile phone which delivers high end battery support, hats off to its non stop and unmatched
performance. You can talk up to 6 hours with the condition if the mobile phone is kept fully charged.
The mobile phone features the highly supportive internal memory of 180 MB that can be extended
up to 32 GB by using extra memory card. In case you wish to download more into downloading
images, pictures, songs, videos and applications, then all such features are going to help you.

Samsung Galaxy Y S5360 has got to sport pleasing design and is available in grey colour that is
trendy yet formal. The functioning is high-end and ensured wherein the phone works on 832 MHz
processor and has got the support of Android v2.3 operating system. The view looker will fall in love
with its 3 inch screen and features perfect resolution of 320 x 240 pixels. With the help of GPRS,
EDGE, and Wi-Fi, you can get easily connected to internet through and will enjoy a great speed of
internet connectivity.

Samsung Galaxy Y phone is also set available with sim free functions and comes with free sim
cards at certain stores. The series includes the much demanded Samsung Galaxy Y S5360 which is
featured to be the lowest in the Samsung mobile price list.
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